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l. Do any tlto pans :

(a) Ansrver brieflY :
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directions questionwise'

z\+

U/

(ri)

What is Phaenomena ?

Ditferential Geometry grew

idea ?

from Newton's which
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(b)

(i')

(n')

State the lnverse Square Lalv.

What puzzling decision did Newton make

in t696 ?

State whether the follorving statements are True or False'

If fafse, then give lhe correcl answer :

Euclid's "Elements" mainly deals with the postu-

lates and axioms of GraPh theory.

(ii) Ramanujan discovered the series of log(l + .r)

(ili) Newton was born on Chirstmas Day in the

Year l7'12.

(lr') Riemann's theory was a great advance on

Newtott's work.

Fill in the blanks :

....... is an excellent recent biography of

Newton.

\r.,

(c)

(/)



(3)

(il) Newton's early studies were in

(tii) Principia owes its existence to a visity by """""'

to Cambridge in 1684'

(l') ln the early 1690's Newton worked on

classification of "" """"""'

2. Do anY three ParIs ' "t

(a) LJse Euclidean Algorithm to obtain integers r' y and z

satisfying :

GCD(1092' I155' 2002) :1092x+ 1155-r'+20022'

(b) (,) Write 8128 as tlre sum of cubes'

(ii) Find the rational number determined by the

foltowing continued fraction l-2" 2' 4' 6' 8l'

(c) Construct a composite 9th order magic square and write

its magic sum'
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(r) State the Prime Testing ntethod of Ferrnat. Using it and

the Theory of Congruences verif.v that 33 is a conrposite

number.

any three parts : 3x5

Write shor-t notes on any lv,o of the following :

(i) Basic Tilings

(ii) Regular Polyhedra

(iii\ Four colour rnap problem.

(i) Explain how the Kdnigsberg Bridge Problem led to

the discovery of Euler's formula.

. (ri) Name any.lbalr types of Fire-Altars used in ancient

India.

Trace the graph of the function

/(x) : cosr

3. Do

(a)

(b)

(r)G)



(5)

in the interval [0,2n]. Indicate its inflection

points and the points of absolute maximum and

minimum.

(ii) Write Euler characteristic formula and verifl, it for

tetrahedron and octahedron.

@ (r) Define golden ratio and golden rectangle.

(ii) Explain the difference in the paintings before

and after the development of perspective

geometry.

4. Do any three parts :

(a) Two unbiased dice are thrown. Find the probability that

neither a double nor a total of 10 will appear.

(b) Explain the meaning of the skervness. What are the

otrjectives of measuring it ?
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(6).170

(c) [Jsc' the graphicai nrr.thrrd tri siil, i- thi] ti)iir]\'] !t1:j 
'inr:.lr

proeranrnting prrtlrlcl: :

fularZ,l.r .r

Subject to

-i-r-I10.)'<-50

.r+.''>I

.r-',r'(0

f:. -1., 
( 0.

@ Find the mean of the tlrst n oild naturrl rriuub,r.rs.
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